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On the night of December 10, 1952, near another atomic
installation, the Hanford plant in Washington, the pilot and

, radar observer of a patrollingF-94 spotted a light'while flying
' at 26,000 feet. The crew called their ground control station
i and were told that no planes were known to be in the area.

They closed on the object and saw a large, round, white
j "thing" with a dim reddish light coming from two "win-
xi dows." They lost visual cf^ifct, but got a radar lock-on.
~ They reported that when theyattemtped to close on it again
^ it would reverse direction and dive away. Several times
(h the plane altered course itself because collision seemed im

minent.

ll- In each of these ingtegaj^s-, as well as in the case narrated
11^ next, the sources of thiggfjtdries were trained^irmen with ex-

^g^ceSe'ftfc-'reputations. They were sincerely baffled by what they
<£, had seen. They had no conceivable motive for falsifying

"* or "dressing up" their reports.



UNCLASSIFIED

Odessa* Y/ashmcton
10 December 1952

X. poscrlntiQ" of Incident
Two pilots, in an F-9U made visual and -dar contact^^J^™*

,nito objoot larger than J^J™ J£ of a^roraf^ Ĵ ^^ iMtaa_
light care from the object as it jT^^^Searad t0 bo level with the
wnoously and then disdppoarod. T^ ^^f agrborne radar and visual contactintercepting ?-9U at 26,000 to 27,000 .cot. Airborner ^^ ^^
wore simultaneous and lasted for 15 »i™tes. F^U a P TimQ Qf ^
GCA but without success. Weatner was clear above },w
ma wca 1915 PST-

II. Discussion of Incident
*» additional F-9U «ro in the ^-eral area but a, ^-altitudes ana

thus are eliminated as possible cause *£ the fgtin . ^ ^^
«3argo, round and ^it^and/X^!m^i^gUCent polyethylene and at cruisingballoons are tear-shaped and made of ^J™"™ PTn* equipmemt hanging bolov
alti'-uao expand to as much as 90 J0^"1^^^ radar. Although ATIC nasthe oalloon is capable of making *^eturn^ airOorn for this date the des-
c^°on of r oo^tTllowfÎ ^^1-^ of possible ballot.
III. Conclusion

Possible balloon.
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The principal difficulty, with this explanation, bcside/having \
to hypothesize the existence of the mirage-producing lay&f, is how
to account for the anisotropy of the mirage. Anisotropy of this sort,
i.e. a mirage limited to certain viewing azimuths ./4s common in earth-
bound mirages when viewed from a single locati^n\ But amirage layer
through which a reflected image could be s^en only in one, constant
principal direction (plus a few smallU^atellite" images) over a
distance of 85 n. mi. is quite-unusual.

There remains the slim possibility that the aircraft itself

produced the mirage layer through intensification (by compression
induced by the shock wave/of the aircraft's passage through the
air) of a barely subcorneal layer, i.e. one in which the temperature
gradient is just a/fittle bit less than the value required to produce
amirage. This/Kypothesis would satisfy the directional requirement
of the sighting, but the resulting scheme of hypotheses is too

speculative to form an acceptable solution to the incident.
ls unusual sighting should therefore be assigned to the

?gory of some almost certainly natural phenomenon, which is so
Frare that it apparently has never been reported-hfifinr^ or

304-B. Odessa, Wash., 10 December 1952, 1915 LST. Weather:

clear above undercast at 3,000 ft.; aircraft at 26,000-27,000 ft.

Two pilots in an F-94 aircraft sighted a large, round white object
"larger than any known type of aircraft." A dim reddish-white light
seemed to come from two "windows." It appeared to be able to

"reverse direction almost instantly," and did a chandelle in front

of the aircraft. After this the object appeared to rush toward the

aircraft headron and then would "suddenly stop and-be pulling off."
The pilot banked away to avoid an apparently imminent collision,
and lost visual contact. Fifteen minutes later the aircraft radar

picked up something which the crew assumed was the UFO, although there
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is no evidence that it was. The object was reported to be moving

generally from west to east at 75 knots. It was never sighted.

This sighting has been described as a mirage of Venus, although

the reported 75 knot speed and 270° direction of motion is in contra-,

diction to this hypothesis. The general description of the object

as well as the reported motion is suggestive of a weather^balioon.

However, the peculiar reversals of direction, although they could have

been illusory, and particularly the loss of visual contact are at

odds with the balloon hypothesis.

The radiosonde profile for Spokane, 1900 LST, is shown in ?',;.&

and is inconclusive. The tropopause, where the sharpest temperature

inversions are likely, is at about 30,500 ft. above sea level, too

high to have produced a mirage visible at 26,000-27,000 ft.

The closeness of the timing between the radiosonde release at

1900 LIST and the sighting at 1915 LST suggests that the F-94 crew
may have seen a lighted pibal balloon. The description given, in

cluding the two dimly-lit "windows," is typical of the description

of a pibal balloon by those not familiar with weather instrumentation.

Such a balloon would rise to at least 17,000 ft. in 15 min., and the

reported motion, 270° at 75 knots, is in excellent agreement with

the upper winds at the highest level plotted for the Spokane profile :

280° at 66 knots at 18,000 ft. .

19-X. 361-B. Kirtland AFB,Albuquerque, N.M., 4 Nov. 1957, 2245-2305 LST.

Weather: scattered clouds with high overcast, visibility good, thunder

storms and rain showers in vicinity, light rain over airfield. Observers

in the CAA (now FAA) control tower saw an unidentified dark object

with a white light underneath, about the "shape, of an automobile on

end," that crossed the field at about 1500 ft. and circled as if to

come in for a landing on the E-W runway. This unidentified object

appeared to reverse direction at low altitude, while out of sight of

the observers behind some buildings; and climbed suddenly to about
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12/10/52 Odessa, Washington Visual sighting was star Sirius; - • !£
(AF explanation as of 4/21/66) false radar returns caused by same ^ b

atmospheric conditions which caused «^> ^
the mirage of the star

^X

12/6/52 Gulf of Mexico Phantom returns may have been caused .^ -' ^' :
(AF explanation as of A/21/66) ' xby heacon returns triggered by another-, ~

radar; by variations in the atmosph%ref$- <;-• '
or by the reflections from objects '#
b^eyond normal range of radar set

[ ^12/16/52' Goose'Bay, Labradpr,' ,x ; No report in Air Force files; :• . ,, *£"*-=*&,
r \ '-.- - (AF explanation as of 4/21/66)- -- ..-̂ ~-^ il -- -'- *>'

Mary
Typewritten Text
Source: glued to the inside front of the December 1952 folder. 




